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[Jay Wazny] wrote:
Hello all my satanic family I felt the urge to post this as I have seen many people posting about control over your own situations, matters concerning women and or men in your life, and your ability to learn skills and become a master of them.

I am of course talking about Robert Greene a well-respected doctor in the field of psychology although I suspect him of being Jewish I have read all 3 of his bestselling books.

The 48 laws of power describes what power is how it is obtained, how it is held and fought for, and describes what to look for when power might be taken from you this book is actually banned from publishing the government doesn’t want you to have it because most see it as a satanic book. But power is necessary in the world we live in there is nothing about magick in this book just a psychological point of view on the world that might give you back hope over your own situations.

The art of seduction: gives historical accounts of different people from Cleopatra to Marilyn Monroe and how they seduced people like Marc Anthony to Josephine seducing Napoleon.

The art of seduction is like the little sister to the 48 laws of power replaying some of its laws in this book. The art of seduction is used by prison members and gangsters as well is the 48 laws of power. If criminals see the use in these books and revolt against society how much power do you think it will serve you and the powers of hell?

And finally, Mastery: this book is the child of the two previous books detailing and explaining the learning process of the brain when it comes to harnessing your inspiration on a whim which only happens very rarely now as an adult but used to happen all the time as a kid. This is a beautifully written book explaining the process of learning anything to a master’s level. Principals used by world powers abroad.

I strongly urge all my satanic family to find these books and also the JoS Clergy and HPs to consider these books they will help so many who ask the same questions about the trivial so they can focus on the important parts of our work like spiritual warfare.

Thank you and hail Satan and the powers of Duat

Well from what I experienced the few times I tried these before I became SS. All these theories are purely plasmatic and are based on a very Jewish perception of reality. That you cannot realize and more so apply if you're jewdized in the mind or a Jew yourself. Not only you should steer away but realize that all these methodologies on how to approach power, women etc. Are purely Judaic filth and can only work if you are a ruthless Jew.
I recall how years ago, I would try to be 'successful' in somewhat accordance to these rules. In fact, I ended up far more idiotic than before, given these rules slowly erase your own sense of direction and reality. All success stories that happened without your inner and personal deep seated character, will have short glory, because you will not be able to keep the lie and hypocrisy going on forever.

Par example, you have read a book on how to get women. Let's say by these methods you actually find a mate. Though down the road the rules are too many that you cannot follow these and eventually end in disaster. Same with these theories. All in all, kike theories are for kikes and they work with kikes.

So, we both agree here. Basically, all these theories are to destroy you in the process of jewdizing you. You basically die in the process of trying to terraform yourself into something so putrid that you naturally were never to be.

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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[the_devils_rain33] wrote:
Very true; when one sees repackaged Biblical and Talmudic beliefs and techniques retold in a "new revelation" on how to succeed, it is best to steer clear.

I have learned in the past that these kinds of things work for a while, but then the bottom seems to drop out from below you and you find yourself in a worse state. It almost seems as if the enemy presents you with false hopes and then pulls the rug out from under you. It's never a good idea to mix the left hand path with the right... it corrodes everything and sets you up for failure. Not to mention it pollutes your beliefs and corrupts your character.

[Forum Member] wrote:
I read the 48 laws and the art of seduction years ago. I doubt they are banned from publishing. As I obtained them with ease. Sounds like market hype, to use reverse psychology to get people to buy them.

The 48 laws when I put it down. I realized I had just read the Talmud repackaged. And I really understood just how psychopathic the Jewish mind is. If someone reads this book, do so as an example of why you should never trust a Jew.

In fact, its title should be: 48 Reasons to Never Trust the jews.

Remember something about the 48 laws of Power-Jewing. This book was written by a member of the most hated and despise people on earth who have been driven from 84 nations 109 times. And who the world is about to rise up against fully as things get worse.

What does that mean for you if you think acting like one of them is going to get your very far? In a positive direction. Behave like this and you will be reading 48 ways to look over
your shoulder for the rest of your life. In many cases this behaviour could simply get you fired. And a scumbag rep.

The other book was a bore. And was simply how to pretend to be someone you’re not to try and get someone who would never like you for yourself. You can see the same trash in the very Jewish created and influenced: Seduction Community. Which is just tactical womanizing, for self-hating guys who project that into a hatred for women. Who think that being so "beta" they have to pretend to be "alpha" somehow makes them super alpha.

In fact, it’s a filler book. Jews do this a lot they just collect tales put their empty spin on it. And sell it like some original master piece. Just like they can't do anything beyond modern art. Which is finger painting in doo-doo and spray-painted trash. So too are they in the realm of writing.

An interesting book that was actually banned by the Governments in Europe for a while was: The Prince.

Machiavelli was part of the government body of his time and region and basically wrote a guide for political rulership for those in power to rule better with. But in doing so he showed the reality of power dynamics among the ruling class. Which is an interesting read for. Some things never change.

These books are not Satanic. Their Talmudic. Remember Satan is the Adversary to the Jews for a good reason.

Jwazny. You seem to have a Christian view of Satanism. That it’s about personal greed, lack of any personal honor, backstabbing, immorality, base egoism and the ethics of a sociopath in general.

In fact, since you think these Talmudic works are sooooo great. How could anyone shake your hand and put their trust in your word. You’re telling us to be as Jewish as possible after all.

[the_fire_starter666] wrote:
When it comes specifically to getting a girlfriend or wife, there are much better guy books than that. Can't post them here though because they're irrelevant to the group's purpose.

[Jay Wazny] wrote:
Firestarter I Agree With you All of These books while they Are written by a jewish scumbag will help people to obtain what they Want. Whether it is a position of power or a girlfriend or wife basically helping people understand the mindset of people in general. I still do my daily power meditations and rituals but I thought that these books would help some of the ignorant out of people who don't know any better